
III Class
Workbook



swavlebis mesame weli

samuSao wigni





moswavlis wignSi gamoyenebuli
pirobiTi niSnebi , maTi ganmarteba.



UNIT 1

3

1. Find the mistakes in the poem and correct

Summer time, time for study,   ____________
Summer time, time is good,         ____________
Summer time, time for swim,     ____________
Summer time, time for run.       ____________

 

2. Find and correct the mistakes 

Summer months  Autumn Months  Winter months Spring months

June
 October

 

 

December
 

 April November February July 

July
 December March May 

April

3. Write out

June

July

August



 
5. Write the months  

3 letters:  __  __  __ 

4 letters:  __  __  __  __ ,  __  __  __  __. 

5 letters: __  __  __  __  __ ,   __  __  __  __  __ . 

6 letters: __  __  __  __  __  __ . 

7 letters: __  __  __  __  __  __  __ ,  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ . 

8 letters: __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ , __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ ,  

  9 letters: __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ . 

M a y

4. Put the missing months 

September, _____________, November, _______________, January, _______________,

 

March, _______________, May, ________________, July, _______________

6. Put in  or What Where

1) ___________ is there on the beach?
2) ___________ is your ball?
3) ___________ are we going to play?
4) ___________ do you eat for lunch?
5) ___________are the children?
6) ___________ are you now?
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9. What do you usually do in summer?
Think about the activities, write and present

Summer Fun
________________________

____________________________
______________________________

_________________________
_______________

7. Put the words in the right group
   Where can you do these activities?

surfing,   building   sandcastle,   sunbathing,   sailing,
play volleyball,    swimming,   walking,    fishing

In the sea On the beach

___________
___________
___________
___________

___________
___________
___________
___________

8. Match with  the translation

შეგიძლია შენი ფოტოები მიჩვენო?

მე ნიჟარებს ვაგროვებ.

ჩვენ მთაში ვართ.

ჩენ გასართობ პარკში ვართ.

მე მიყვარს ატრაქციონები.

We are at the Funfair park.

I am collecting the seashells.

Can you show me your photos?

I like the rides.

We are in the mountain.
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10. Answer the questions    Yes, I am.     No, I am not.

Are you reading now?

Are you collecting the fish?         

Are you taking pictures?  

Are you doing the exercise?  

11. Write short forms

I am not fishing.   ____________________

You are not surfing.   ____________________

He is not driving a car.   ____________________

We are not  swimming.   ____________________

They are not sunbathing.  ____________________

12. Write the missing letters in the alphabet

 

am not= amn't         

are not= aren't

is not= isn't

A_C_EFGHIJKLMNOPQ_STUV_XYZ

a _ c _ e f g h i j k l m n o p q _ s t u v _ x y z
6



1. Write the missing season

autumn winter summer spring 

1. spring    autumn  winter

2. autumn  summer  spring

3. winter summer  autumn

4. summer winter  spring

2. Count the letters

September 

October

November

3. Match the seasons with the colours

UNIT 2
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4. Write the missing season from the poem

Who loves the trees best?  
  

“I” says the __________   
 

“Green leaves so beautiful  
To them I bring” 
 
Who loves the trees best? 
“I”_________ says 
“I give them flowers  
White, pink and red” 

 
Who loves the trees best? 
“I”_________ says 
“I give them ripe fruit 
Golden and red” 
 
Who loves the trees best? 
“I love them best”  
White_______ answers 
“I give them rest”.

 

spring 

winter 

summer

 

5. Colour the pictures

is green

are yellow

are pink

is golden 

is brown

are red

autumn
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7. Match the months with 
the season

April

  

  

September

 

October

 

 

July

 

March   

  

November

 

8. Match with Georgian translation

1. What is your favourite colour?     a. romelia Seni sayvareli weliwadis dro?

2. What is your favourite season?     b. romelia Seni sayvareli Tve?

3. What is you favourite month?       c. romelia Seni sayvareli feri?

6. Match with Georgian translation

1. In winter it is cold.   a. Semodgomaze foTlebi wiTldeba. 

2. In summer it is hot.   b. gazafxulze Tbila.  

3. In spring it is warm.   c. zamTarSi civa.  

4. In autumn leaves get red.  d. zafxulSi cxela.  

Autumn 

A D F G

A
Aa

a
D

D
d

d

dF

F

F

f

f

f

G
GG

g

g

g

9. Count the letters
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10. Colour the words and phrases you can read in red 
and you can't read in yellow

 

12. Write the missing letters in the alphabet

_BCDEFG_IJKLMNOPQR_TUVW_YZ

_ b c d e f g _ i j k l m n o p q r _ t u v w _ y z

11. Write out

Who loves the trees best?
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1. Colour the days of  the week
 

2. Match the words with Georgian translations 

Thursday   paraskevi  
Saturday   kvira  
Monday   samSabaTi 
Wednesday   xuTSabaTi 
Friday   oTxSabaTi 
Sunday   SabaTi 
Tuesday   orSabaTi 

3. Finish the words
 

Mon __  __  __ 

Tues __  __  __ 

Wednes __  __  __ 

Thurs __  __  __ 

Fri __  __  __ 

Satur __  __  __ 

Sun __  __  __ 

 

UNIT 3
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4. Write in the missing day of  the week

Sunday, ____________,   Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, ____________, Saturday, Sunday, Monday.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, _____________, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, ______________, Friday, Saturday, Sunday.

5. Read the text and complete the time-tables

a. Anna’s time- table for Monday

Anna: Hello, I am Anna. I am very busy. Every day I have five lessons. 

On Monday I have English, Maths, Music, Georgian and painting.  

b. George’s time - table for Friday 
My favourite day is Friday, because on Friday I have easy lessons: 

English, Maths, Music and PE (Physical Education). 

a. Anna’s time-table for Monday  b. George’s time-table for Friday 

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   

____________________   12



  6. Write the names of  the days in the poem

Every week has seven days, 
See how many you can say. 

________________, ________________, ________________, ________________,
 

7. Do you know what’s today? 

 

 

S U N D A

W E D N E S D A Y

T

U

E

A

Y

M

O

N

D

T H U R S D A Y

F R I D A Y

A

T

U

R

Y

Z Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z Z
Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z

Z

Z

ZZ

8. Find all the days of  the week

________________, ________________, ________________, 
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B K L U

B
Bb

b
K

K
k

k

kL

K

L

k

k

k

U
UU

u

u

u

9. Count the letters

10. Write the missing letters in the alphabet

AB_DEF_HIJ_LMNOPQRSTUVWXY_

ab _ d e f _ h i j _ l m n o p q rs t u v w x y _
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1. Write out 

2. Find and circle face parts

ear

eye

lips

hand

leg

3. Write the number according to the picture 

 
 

 
 
 
 

     6       6  
 
 
 

 
a mouth ____  eyes ____  ears ____  a nose ____ 

3      3 

2 

10 

UNIT 4

15

I have a doll.



4. Match the Georgian translation 

1. I have rosy cheeks. a. me maqvs Savi Tma.
2. I have long legs.  b. me maqvs aTi TiTi.
3. I have ten fingers.  c. me maqvs vardisferi loyebi.
4. I have black hair.  d. me maqvs yavisferi Tvalebi.
5. I have brown eyes. e. me maqvs grZeli fexebi.

5. Describe Dolly 

Her cheeks are rosy /  blue.

Her lips are white  /  red. 

Her eyes are pink  / blue. 

6. Circle the right word 

I have a dolly.
 

I have a friend.
 

His / Her  name is Polly.  His / Her  name is Bob. 

7. Match with the Georgian translation

Look at me!  dafiqrdi vidre rames ityvi. 
Eat and taste.   Semomxede! 
Smell and enjoy.  gauziare siyvaruli. 
Think before you speak!  SeigrZeni surneli da isiamovne. 
Share the love.   miirTvi da igeme. 
Listen to me!  momismine! 

8. Match

ears 
eyes 
mouth 
nose  
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9. Find the parts of  body that start with H, E, T 
 

  
 
H    ______________ _________________  
 
E  ________________ _________________ 
 
T  ________________ _________________ 

 

10. Circle the letters in the words

m 
l 
h 
y 

b  a  l  l  o  n 

e  i  g  h  t 

p  l  a  y 

m  a  n  y 

b  a  l  l 

a  u  t  u  m  n  

Count the letters in the words

M I H Y

17
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11. Write out the words and phrases from the text

ბიჭი თოჯინა

შუბლი

გაკვირვებით

დაიწყო გაზრდა

დაიწყო სიცილი

დაიწყო სიარული და სირბილი

12. Answer the questions

What is the puppet's name? 

What is his father's name?

What happens when Geppetto makes eyes?

What happens when Geppetto makes a nose?

What happens when Geppetto makes legs and feet?

13. Tick or cross

Pinocchio

The puppet's name is Geppetto.

The puppet's nose is very short.

The puppet can open and close the eyes.

The puppet cannot walk and cannot run.

The puppet is like a real boy.

18



  

 

1. What time is it? 

2. Match with Georgian translations 

1. I wake up.   a. vbrundebi saxlSi. 
2. I go to school.   b. vamzadeb saSinao davalebas. 
3. I go to bed.   c. viZineb. 
4. I come back home.  d. viRviZeb. 
5. I have my dinner.  e. skolaSi mivdivar. 
6. I do my homework.  f. vsadilob. 

Lift up my head 

I open my eyes 

Up in the sky   

   

As soon as the sun rises 

And jump very quickly 

Out of  my bed 
 

It’s 9 o’clock

3. Put the poem in the right order

UNIT 5
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5. Write the activities in the right place 

In the evening I don’t In the evening  

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

I don’t have lunch I do homework

come back home

school  homework  clothes dinner  mum 

1. I do my ___________________. 

2. I kiss my___________________. 

3. I have ____________________. 

4. I go to ____________________. 

5. I put on my___________________. 

6. Choose and write the correct word

20



 
 7. Write the activities in the right place

 
have English lesson clean my teeth go to bed write on the board

 
speak with my teacher do homework wear school uniform

 
cook in the kitchen

   

 
At school      At home 
_____________________   ______________________ 
 
_____________________   ______________________ 
 
_____________________   ______________________ 
 
_____________________   ______________________ 
 
_____________________   ______________________ 

E L P Y

E
Ee

e
L

L
l

l

lP

P

P

p

p

p

Y
YY

y

y

y

8. Count the letters

e

e

l
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9. Put the missing words in the poem 
 
Good night ______________, 

Good night ______________, 

Kiss your little ____________, 

Good night _______________, 

Good night _______________, 

Good night everyone. 

 

10. Put the morning activities in the right order

 

I put on my clothes   

I wake up

  

I go to school
    

I get up
  

I have breakfast

    

I wash face
 

 

ABCD_FGHIJK_MNO_QRSTUVWX_Z

ab c d _ f g h i j k _ m n o _ q rs t u v w x _ z

11. Write the missing letters in the alphabet
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1. Write out

2. Look at the pictures and write the activities

 
 

. 3. Match the phrases with Georgian translations 

1. swim in the pool   a. gitaris dakvra 
2. play football   b. parkSi seirnoba 
3. play basketball   c. qviSaSi TamaSi 
4. ride a horse   d. sriali 
5. play tennis   e. Wadrakis TamaSi 
6. walk in the park   f. fexburTis TamaSi 
7. play the guitar   g. auzSi curva 
8. play in the sand   h. CogburTis TamaSi 
9. slide    i. cxenis tareba 
10. play chess   j. kalaTburTis TamaSi 

I like to play chess.

UNIT 6
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4. Circle what you can ride 

a giraffe a butterfly  a donkey  a duck a horse 

a spider  a chicken  a mouse an elephant a snake 

a frog a tiger  a bike  a hippo a lion  a goose

 
5. Circle what you can’t play 

basketball  piano  the sky football a picture tennis
 

the guitar breakfast  a computer  a book chess a ball

 

6. Circle where you can play 

in the park  in the street in the bank  in the river 

in the church in the sand  in the restaurant  in the classroom

 
in the bathroom  in the house  in the cinema in the bus

 

7. Complete the sentences 

1. I ride a                         . 

2. I play in the                           . 

3. My brother feeds the                        . 

4. My mum and dad walk in the                        .  

5. The dog plays with a                         . 

6. The ducks swim in the                        . 
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1. The boy is sliding on / under  the slide. 

2. The boy is walking in / with  his grandfather. 
 

3. Judi is under / in the kitchen. 

4. Zudi is sleeping in / with  a ball. 

5. Rabbit is swimming in / on  the swimming pool. 

 

6. There is a mouse on / under the sofa. 

8. Circle the right word

9. Write in  can or can’t 

1. I     ride a horse. 

2. I     play the guitar. 

3. I     skate on the ice. 

4. My sister 
   

     play chess. 
 

5. My younger brother 
   

     read English books. 
 

6. I 
   

   plant flowers.
 

7. The ducklings 

   
   swim in the river.

 
8. I 

   

   ride a bike.

 
9. I 

   

   eat with a spoon.

 10. My friends 

   

paint with a brush.
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11. Circle the same letters

 

i  
u
 

T  b  i  l  i  s  i

s  k  i  i  n  g

B  i  l  l  y

l a  u  g  h

m  o  u  s  e

m  o  u  t  h    

 

 

 

 

 
l

Count the letters

m

I U L M

ABCDEFGHI_KL_NOPQRS_U_WXYZ

ab c d e f g h i _ kl _ n o p q rs _ u _ w x y z

12. Write the missing letters in the alphabet

10. Match with the translation 

საქანელაზე ვქანაობთ.                 We are playing  seasaw.

ეს შადრევანია.                               We are playing in the sand.�
აიწონა-დაიწონაზე ვართ.            We are swinging on a swing. 

 კიბეებზე დავძვრებით.               We are climbing ladders.

ქვიშაში ვთამაშობთ.                      It is a fountain.  �
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1. Write the words for the definitions
 a palace, a double-decker bus, a bridge, a travel agent, favourite,

a person who helps people with travelling

a place you like the best

a place where the queen or the president lives

it is built on the river, you can walk or drive on it

you can travel in it around the town,it can have two floors

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

__________________

2. Find the mistakes and correct it

1) Buckingham Palace is in Tbilisi. ______________
2) River Mtkvari is in Paris.  _______________
3) Tower Bridge is in Tbilisi. _______________
4) Double-decker bus is the symbol of  Georgia. _________
5) The river Thames is in Tbilisi. _______________
6) Big Ben is in London. _______________

UNIT 7
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3. Write what you see in the picture

28



 
4. Write what you see in the picture

 

      _________________   _________________ 

_________________   _________________ 

_________________
   

_________________
 

5. Write the words in the city that start with:

S  __________
 

H  __________ 

P  __________ 

C  __________ 

R  __________ 

G  __________ 

A  __________ 

 
6. One and many 

 
a park   parks 

a farm  

a house  

a gate  

a street  

a hospital  
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9. Put the same letter in every question word 

__hen  __hy  __her e __ho  __hat 

 

10. Put in the question words
 

What Who When  Where 

a. _______ is it? 

b. _______ do you live? 

c. _______ are you? 

d. _______ is your school? 

I am Nino.

It is in my village.

It is my mini-book.

I live in Tbilisi.

7. Match with the translation

გაიხედე მარჯვნივ.                                             Stop at the crossroad

შეხედე შუქნიშანს.                                              Look right.

თუ მანქანები არ არიან, გადაჭერი ქუჩა.        Look at the street lights.

გაიხედე მარცხნივ.                                              If  there are no cars cross 

                                                                                the street.�

გაჩერდი გზაჯვარედინთან.                              Look left.

����

8. Match the questions with the answers

What is there on the left?                       At the bookstore.

Where can I cross the street?                   Bus number 3.

Where can I buy books?                           Yes, it is.

Is it a library?                                               There is a supermarket.

What number bus can I take?                   At the crossing.

30



2. Write in  or is are

1. There ______                         in the village .

4. There_______ in the lake.

 

3. There______a  over the river. 

2. There _____a                              in the garden. 

5. There ______a in the village. 

 

 

 

 

1. Write the words in the village that start with:

S  __________
 

H  __________ 

P  __________ 

C  __________ 

R  __________ 

G  __________ 

A  __________ 

 

UNIT 8
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3. Put in is or are 

 

1. In the village there ________ a mountain.
 

2. In the city there ________ many restaurants. 
 

3. In  the village there ________ roads.
 

4. In  my street there ________ a cinema.
 

5. In the library there ________ many books.

 
6. In the cinema there ________ many people. 

4. Match the words with  Georgian translation
 

 

1. mountain   a. 

mTa 

 

2. road    b. avtobusi 

3. grass
    

c. yvavili
 

4. people
    

d. kino-Teatri
 

5. bus
     

e. sofeli
 

6. church

    

f. balaxi

 

7. hill

     

g. 

xalxi

 

8. village

   

h. gza

 

9. lake

     

i. eklesia

 

10. flower

    

j. goraki

 

11. fire

    

k. tba

 

12. cinema

    

l. koconi
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5.  Put in the missing letters  g  p  z  f

__ oo        __ irl        __ ire        hos __ ital

__ ebra        __rass       __ rog       

6. Match with the translation  

1. Wood is burning!    a. cecxli , cecxli.  

2. Look over there!    b. davasxaT wyali! 

3. Fire, fire.     c. gaixede iqiT! 

4. Pour on water!    d. tye iwvis! 

7. Copy the poem 

Wood is burning! _ _ _ _        _ _       _ _ _ _ _ _ _! 

Look over there! _ _ _ _       _ __ _      _ _ _ _ _! 

Fire, fire.  _ _ _ _,       _ _ _ _.   

Pour on water! _ _ _ _      _ _        _ _ _ _ _! 

 
8. Put the letters in the right order

 

tage  -  gate  kanb ___________  kela ___________ 
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9. Match with the translation

   The first

   The second

   The third

10. Write the sentences in the negative

The men are travelling in the village  The men aren't travelling in the village

They are looking at the people       

The people are very poor.

The third man is going back.

The people are happy.

The third man is mean.

11. Complete the sentences

 What does the first rich man do? 

The first  rich man

What does the second  rich man do?

 The second rich  man 

What does the third rich man do?    

 The third rich  man 

A Village on the road

პირველი

მეორე

მესამე

12. Circle the sa me letters 

 

 Count the letters

S W

P Z

s
w
p
z

w i n d o w
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1. Read the question and write the answer 

1. How many days are there in a week?  seven 

2. How many months do you know?   ______________ 

3. How many subjects do you study?   ______________ 

4. How many lessons do you have every day? ______________ 

5. How many seasons are there?   ______________ 

6. How many days are there in September?  ______________ 

 

2. Count the letters

Y   F  K  A  L  P 
 

Y

Y

Y

y
y

Ff F

fK

K

K

K

A

Aa

a

a
L

LL
l

P
P P

P

UNIT 9
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3. Match the numbers with the words

14  15  nineteen  20  sixteen   19

eighteen   18   thirteen   13    twenty

17   fourteen   fifteen   16  seventeen

4. Match with the translation

a football coach                            უფროსი ძმა

younger brother                           ფეხბურთის მწვრთნელი 

older brother                                 ახალი (ფეხბურთის) გუნდელი

a new  (football) team player   უმცროსი ძმა

s
 r

 

r  o  l  l

s  n  o  w

r  o  s  y

h  a  i  r

n  o  s  e

d  a  s  h

p  a  r  r  o  t

 

 

  

 

 

o

5. Count the letters

S R O N

n
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1. Colour and count the letters  

e  –   
    a  –

             

2. Look at the picture and Circle the right name

1. Nino / Luka is making a snowball. 

2. Anna / Amanda is skiing. 

3. Billy / Nino is skating. 

4. George / Anna is raking. 

5. Anna / Luka is dashing.  

2. One and many

c a t s t r e e s t o e s

t e x t s l e g s

3. Match with Georgian translation

1. I am dashing from the hill.  a. vgoraob. 
2. I am ska ting.    b. gorakidan veSvebi. 
3. I am skiing.     c. vicini. 
4. I am rolling.    d. vciguraob. 
5. I am laughing.    e. TxilamurebiT vsrialeb. 

 r -  

c a t

UNIT 10
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4. Make the sentences interrogative and negative

Anna is skating. Is Anna skating?  Anna is not skating.

Luka is making a snowball.

I am dashing from the hill. 

You are making a snowman. 

They are laughing.

5. Find the difference
The Present Simple     The Present Continuous

always, every day              now

People always decorate the  

Christmas tree at Christmas.         

We always wash our hands 

before the meal.  

I go to school every day. It's Monday morning and I am 

going to school.

6. The Present Simple (Indefinite)

How to make the sentence interrogative and negative

We are decorating the Christmas 

tree          now because it is Christmas.

We are washing the hands because 

we are going to    have dinner now.

I do not (don't) have English every day.

You do not (don't) have English every day.

He (she) does not ( doesn’t) have            English every day.

We do not (don't) have English every day.

They do not (don't) have English every day.

Do I have English every day?

Do you have English every day?

Does he (she) have English every day?

Do we have English every day?

Do they have English every day.         

I have English every day.          

You have English every day.     

He(she) has English every day.      

We have English every day.  

They have English every day. 
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7. Make the sentences negative

Toad cooks dinner.

He opens the door.

They sit down.

The hands of  the clock move.

8. Write the short forms

do not 

does not

is not

are not

am not

cannot can't

9. Write  or  day  in the right placealways every

I play football in the yard. (always)   I always play football in the yard.

I have dinner. (every day) I have dinner every day or Every day 

I have dinner.

We speak English at the English lesson. (always)

I do sports on Sunday. (always)

I wake up at 8 o'clock. (every day)

My friends visit me. (every Sunday)
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1. Put in the right action verbs from the song

watch   coming    find   pout
cry     tell    making    Checking

_____
_____ .
_____

_____

_____

_____
_____

_____

2. Match the colours 

lips white 
snow  orange 
eyes  red 
fox striped 
zebra   blue 

3. Match with the translation

Do you like snow?  giyvars axali weli? 
Can you skate?  SegiZlia TxilamurebiT sriali? 
Can you ski?  giyvars Tovli? 
Do you like New Year? SegiZlia cigurebiT sriali? 

Is going to

UNIT 11
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4. Tick what you can / can't do

can can’t
play computer

 

ski
skate
write
jump
draw
run

5. How many words can you find?
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Help Santa to get to
the North Pole.

Santa’s
house

7.

Snowman

42

6. Roll the die.
Look at the number and 
draw that part of  the 
snowman on your paper. 
The first person to draw 
the snowman wins! 



8. Join the words

9. Match  with the translation

Merry 

Santa 

New Year! 

Happy  

Clause 

Christmas!  

It’s winter.   gilocav axal wels! 

Santa Clause is coming.   gilocav Sobas! 

Happy New Year!   zamTaria. 

Merry Christmas!   santa klausi modis. 

10. Put the dialogue in order

___  Ok. I am coming. 
___  Great! Let’s play in the snow. 
___  Merry Christmas Billy! 
___  Look, it’s snowing! 
___  Merry Christmas to you too! 

1

11. Put in the right letter

Sant__           San__a           __anta              Sa__ta             S__nta

12. Put in the missing letter

__and eig__t  __orse __ippo c__ocolate w__ite 
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14. Match the opposite

open   ugly 

remember  Goodbye 

sit stand 

Hello forget

beautiful  close

15. Tick or cross

It is Halloween.

Toad is not in the wood.

Toad's clock is working.

Toad has no friend.

Frog is late.

They are cooking together.

The friends are happy.

16. Fill in the card

Dear ___________

________ Christmas

Love _________

13. Circle the right answer
The story is about  (Christmas/ Easter).

Toad is ( reading a book/cooking dinner).

Toad is (waiting for his friend / waiting for his son).

Frog comes (early/late)

Frog is late beacause (he was sleeping/he was wrapping the present)

Christmas Eve
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1. Match with the translation

Go along the beach.

Walk straight ahead.

Walk north.

Go through the cave.

Turn right.

Go straight.

Keep walking.

Captain

Redbeard

2. Copy the pirate’s note

3. Circle the right answer

(Tony and Sarah/ Tony and Bob) find a bottle in the (lake/sea).

In the bottle there is (treasure/a treasure map).

The parrot ( can talk /can laugh).

They go until the (crocodile river/ hippo river).

They go through the ( tunnel /cave).

They find the (treasure/a note).

The pirate's name is (Red Fox/Redbeard)

UNIT 12
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.



4. Match them up!

5. What’s the order?

46



and work in pairs.

6. Write and draw!
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b 
e 

b a n a n a

J e f f r e y

f i v e

e l e v e n

f o x

j u n g l e

b o x

 

 

 

 f

8. Count the letters

b e f j

j

C H X Z

C
Cc

c
Z

Z
z

z

zH

z

H

z

z

z

X
XX

x

x

x

7. Count the letters

C
H

h

h
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1. Finish the words 

dining _________ 

bed _________ 

living _________ 

bath __________ 

2. Write out from the poem

about a house about a home

UNIT 13
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3. Circle the right action word
Judi is

cooking brushing teeth  brushing hair sleeping 

eating  reading  

watching TV  drinking reading eating 

writing
 cooking 

4. Circle the right answer 

1. I is / am  cooking. 

2. Judi is / am watching TV. 

3. We is / are Georgians. 

4. Zudi is / are eating chocolate. 

5. You am / are sleeping. 
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5. Find what is in the house  

 Z

 

Z

 

s

 

h

 

e

 

l

 

f

Z

 

c

 

o

 

Z

 

Z

 

Z

 

Z

Z

 

h

 

f

 

b

 

c

 

Z

 

Z

 Z

 

a

 

a

 

e

 

l

 

Z

 

Z

w
 

i
 

n
 

d
 

o
 

w
 
Z

Z
 

r
 

Z
 

Z
 

c
 

Z
 
Z

T  V  Z  Z  k  Z  Z

6. Put in the missing letters

__ oor

stu __ y

__a__

 

car __

hea __

spi __ er

__ esk

col __

cloc __

coo __

 

__ itchen

coc __

don __ ey

 

chic __ en

s __ i

s __ ate

ha __ e

o __ er

 

__ illage

 

ne __ er

No __ ember

fa __ ourite

 

lea __ e

fi __ e

do __ n

__ e

 

__ ood

 

__ atch

sno __

 

s __ im

 

__ olf

o __ l

d  k  v  w  
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d 
k 
v 
w 

8. Count the letters

D K V W

7.

52

Complete the sentencesMatch with the numbers

garage hall

bathroom

kitchen living-room

garden bedroom



______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

__________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

__________

 

1. Write out the sentences 

2. Write the words 

3. Put in the right groups 
Coca-cola, pizza, milk, tea, fried potatoes, salad- , orange juice, pasta, 
water, apple pie 

Drink Food 

I eat breakfast.

I am drinking milk.

UNIT 14
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4. Match 

1. chocolate  a. chicken 

2. orange b. hamburger 

3. bread and meat  c. salad 

4. apple d. ice-cream

5. fried e. juice 

6. green f. pie

5. Circle the right word 

sausages juice 

drink   tea  eat tea 

meat  hamburger 

eggs ice-cream

boil pancakes fry chocolate

bread potato

6. How do you cook?
   Remember! Which food can you fry, bake and boil?

FRY

BAKE

BOIL54



7. Write odd one out

-

candle

55



9. Write the breakfast MENU  for Luka, Amanda, Billy

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

LUKA AMANDA BILLY

8. Read the text

Amanda, can you tell us what do you usually have for breakfast?

Traditional British breakfast is my favourite. There are a lot of  food -  fried 

tomatoes, eggs,  sausages and toasts. In the morning I usually drink fresh juice.

Billy, can you tell us what do you usually have for breakfast?

I like to eat traditional American breakfast. Pancakes with honey is my favourite 

breakfast. But my brother likes to eat omelettes or cornflakes with milk. 

Luka, can you tell us what do you usually have for breakfast?

Cheese-pie (Khachapuri) and tea is my favourite breakfast. But sometimes I like 

to eat soft-boiled eggs, sausages or bread and butter sandwich.
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10. Invite your friend to the cafe

 

Read the Lunch Menu

Meals
Chicken soup           3 laris
Chichen salad          4 laris
Fried fish 5 laris
Fried potatoes         1 lari
Hamburger 2 laris
Sandwich 1 lari
 Khachaputi 1 lari
Desserts
Chocolate ice-cream   3 laris
Apple pie 2 laris
Cake 3 laris
Drinks
Tea 1 lari
Milk 2 laris
Orange juice 3 laris

11. Read the menu and write what you can order

You have  7 laris

You have  10 laris

You have  20 laris
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12. Match with the translation

გარეცხე სალათის ფოთოლი.

პურზე წაუსვი კარაქი.

დაჭერი ყველი თხელ ნაჭრებად.

მიიღებ სენდვიჩს.

Slice the cheese.

You will get a sandwich.

Wash the lettuce.

Put butter on the bread.

qu

 a

 

b r e a d

m i l k

s a n d w i c h

c o c o a

s q u i r r e l

t e a

q u e s t i o n

 

 

 

e

13. Count the letters

QU A E I

i
o

O
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2. Read the words backwards and write

puc  __________ 

krof   ___________ 

noops  ___________ 

eldnac  ____________ 

efink  _____________ 

etalp ______________ 

ssalg ______________ 

nikpan _____________ 

3. Put in the missing letters

c __ p nap __ in __ andle             for __        

spo __ n g __ ass knif  __            p __ ate 

4. Put in the missing words in the chant

____________, _____________, ______________, _____________ 

Tell me when your comes.

1. Write out the sentences

Happy Birthday!

Thank you!

UNIT 15
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5. Put the words in the right group 

spoon, apple, pear, fork, knife, orange, napkin, glass, peach, plum, 
plate, nut 

6. Join and make a word 

birth room 
apple  market 
ice Year  

flake bed  
super  day
New room 
snow  pie 
class  cream 

 7. Invite your friends to your birthday party

Dear friends!

I am having a ____________

party __________________

at_____________________

Please _________________

______________

Fruit
 

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________ 

What you need
when you eat

  

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________ 

________________ ________________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
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8. Guess the present

We wear it on the head .         h  _ t 

We ride it. b _ _ e

We read it. b _ _ k
We draw it. p_c_ure

9. Put in the missing words 

party       you      birthday      are      old      am 

Nino: Happy _____________ to you

Maia: Thank ________. 

Nino:  How ______ are you? 

Maia:  I _______ nine. 

Nino:  Are your friends coming to your birthday _________ ? 

Maia:  Yes, they _______.  

10. What is/are there on the table? 

1. There are twenty candles on the table.

 2. There is a glass on the table.

 3. There are _________________________________.

 4. There is __________________________________.

 5. There are _________________________________.

 6. There is  __________________________________. 
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11. Ask four friends about their birthday dates and write

name birthday month  

 13. Circle the things you need for Piniata 

ice-cream, flowers, candles, a balloon, glue, tea, sweets, glue brush, 

coloured paper, a chicken

14. Write in the action words in the poem 

__________ a stick in your hand. 

Blindfold eyes with a band.

________ piniata with a stick

_________ pi niata and _________ the sweets

_______ it, _______ it, _______ it with a stick

__________ piniata and __________ the sweets.

12. Match with the translation

ჯოხი ხელში დაიჭირე

თვალები სახვევით აიხვიე

დაარტყი ჯოხი პინიატას

გატეხე და კანფეტებს მიიღებ

Hit piniata with a stick.

Hit piniata and get the sweets.

Keep a stick in your hand.

Blindfold eyes with a band.
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1. The Indian Boy and his Canoe
Answer the questions

Who has a little canoe? ___________________________

Do you know the boy’s real name? ___________________

What does the boy ask his father?___________________________

What does  his father answer?___________________________

Where do they go?___________________________

Where does father make a fire?___________________________

Why do they scrape the ashes and burned wood?________________

Why do they put the canoe into the water?___________________

2. Make the sentences negative – use do not (don't) or
does not (doesn't)

UNIT 16
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fat fatter the fattest 

small           smaller     the smallest

long      longer        the longest

The boy wants a bigger canoe.__________________
The boy helps his father. ______________________
Father does what the boy wants.________________
The boy paddles off.__________________________

big - bigger - the biggest

clever - cleverer - the cleverest

strong - stronger - the strongest



4. Put the prepositions   in,    at,    for,  ,  in ,    out

   in the right place

Red Fox wants the canoe ----- fishing.

Georgian dances are famous ------ the world.

“Help me to scrape the ashes and burned wood------,” says father.

Look ---- me and smile!  I am taking your picture.

Father and his son put the canoe ---- the water.

5. Read and remember

The Future Simple Tense

Interrogative

I will catch a lot of  fish.        Will I catch a lot of  fish?

Nino will make a Piniata.    Will Nino make a Piniata?

The friends will watch TV.   Will the friends watch TV?

Negative

6. Complete the sentences in the negative in your copybook

We will go to the  skating-rink to skate. 

I will be in the fourth grade next year.   

Tomorrow  we will have a competition in chess.

We will fly to  the moon in future. 

3. Put  big bigger the biggest
I have a ---------- dog.

My friend Nick has _________ dog than me.

My grandfather has ----      --------      dog in the village.

I will not (won't) catch a lot of  fish.

Nino will not (won't) make Piniata.

The friends will not (won't) watch TV.
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We will not (won't) go to the 

skating-rink to skate. 



    

1. Count and write 

ten + fifteen = ________________ twelve + twelve = ________________

sixteen + eight = ________________  fourteen + nine = ________________

seven + thirteen = _______________ twenty + nine = 

2. Write the numbers in order  
twenty - o n e 

twenty -  __  __  __

__  __  __  __  __  __ - three 

__  __  __  __  __  __ - four

twenty -  __  __  __  __

__  __  __  __  __  __ - six

twenty -  __  __  __  __  __

twenty -   __  __  __  __  __

__  __  __  __  __  __ - nine

twenty-five twenty-seven twenty-eight
 

thirty twenty-nine twenty-seven
 

twenty-one twenty-two twenty-four 
 

twenty-seven
 

twenty -eight
 

twenty-nine
  

 

twenty-five twenty-six twenty-seven

thirty

   
    

 
    

   

   
    

   

   

    

   

    

    
    

    

    

    
    

    

    

twenty-three twenty-five twenty-six

3. Write in the next number

UNIT 17
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20

10

30

15

25

22

4

28 29

15 18 13

5. Write the missing numbers in words

4.

6. Can you count the apples?

One apple, two apples,
three apples, four,
five apples, six apples, 
seven apples more.
Now tell me little Paul,
Can you count them all?  Paul : The answer is 
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NUMBER BONUS

4 3 2

7

8 3



1 Write out

2. Colour the clothes 

   is red.

   is blue and yellow.

   are black.   is brown.

   are red and blue.

   has orange and
    black stripes.

   are brown.
   is red.

   is blue and yellow.

I wear jeans. 

I am wearing jeans now.

UNIT 18
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3. Find and match

4. Write the things you wear 

on your head on your body on your feet 

_____________

_____________

 _____________

_____________

 

_____________

 

_____________

 

_____________

_____________

 

_____________

 

_____________
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______________

5. Look at the picture and write the word 

a. Anna is going to the _____________ - .

She is wearing a red _____________

and  black ______________

In her hand she has a blue 

b.

 He is working on his farm.

He is wearing a ______________ , ______________ 

and _____________

 6. Put in the missing letter 

sh__rts   ha__  __ie snea__ers ja__ket dre__s 

 s__irt  tr__users sh__es b__ots b__lt 

Tom lives in a _______________

7. Read the word backwards and write correctly 

gab – bag 

eit __________ tleb _____________ 

snaej ___________ skcos ______________  

tah _______________ 69



Salesgirl:  Yes, of  course. There 

is the fitting-room over there.

Salesgirl:  Yes, sure. Here is a bigger size.

Salesgirl:  Yes, of  course. What size           

 do you wear?

Salesgirl: Do you like this blue one?  

9. Read and remember

This is These are

This is my shirt . These are my shorts.

This is my hat. These are my shoes.

This is my belt.  These are my jeans.

This is my tie. These are my trousers.

10. Circle the right word

I like this/these jeans.

Can I have this/these bag?

I like the colour of  this/these socks.

This/these sneakers are not my size.

Today I am going to wear this/these shorts and this/these T-shirt.

11. Put in the missing letters         x  m h o   

- orse b-x fo - - other

-ome
 

- pen e- cellent u- brella

-istory d- si -
 

- onkey

t- ink
 

M -n day fi - swi-
 

c- icken can -e Ma - Nove -ber

s- ip -ctober o - - iss

bathr --m s- ile
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1. Colour the rainbow 

2. Look at the pictures and correct 

3. Put in the missing letter 

r __ se pl __ m che __ ries       __ elon         g __ apes 

vio __ et     straw __ erries 

a melon
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4. Write out the fruit you see in the basket

5. The Snow Drop
Answer the questions
Why is the little flower sad?

 What does the flower say? Write out what the flower says:

How does the flower try to get out of  the earth? 

What do the wind and the weather say? Write out what they say:

Why are the children happy?

Write out what the children say:
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6. Put in the right group 

January, September, March, May, October, February, April, December, 
November 

Winter Spring 

_________________   _________________

_________________   _________________

_________________   _________________

7. Join and make a new word 

sun melon 

rain 

berries

 

water  bow 

straw  shine 

8. Put in the right group

sun tree star people      rainbow       birds  flowers     houses 

In the sky   On the land 

________________ _________________ 

________________ _________________ 

________________ _________________ 

________________ _________________ 

snow

drop
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9. Choose the right answer

Sunbeams   

The wind 

12. Remember

beautiful more beautiful the most beautiful

valuable more valuable the most valuable

convenient more convenient the most convenient

comfortable more comfortable the most comfortable

13. Put  valuable, more valuable, the most valuable in the

sentences

The pictures of   Pirosmani  are  -----  ----- --------- in the world.

My mother's mobile is -----   -------------  than mine.

There are ------- collections of  books in our library.
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cool

freeze

warm

blows

    swims 

    cries

The people    live

on a sunbeam     

on the earth 

on the stars

sleeps and sleeps

pushes  and pushes 

cries and cries

The snow drop     

10. What is the story about?

11. Write three sentences about the fairy-tale



1. What’s the weather like? What’s the temperature?

It’s 30 degrees Celsius  ____________________

________________________________________

O

30 c
O

23 c

O

15 c
O

3 c

____________________
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UNIT 20



2. Read to the tongue twister and practise saying it.

   How fast can you say it?

3. Write

What's the weather like today where you are?

What's the weather usually like in your country?

What's your favourite type of  weather?

4. Put John’s answers in the right order

 

76

When the weather is wet
We must not fret.
When the weather is cold
We must not scold. 
When the weather is warm, 
We must not storm…
Be thankful together, 
Whatever the weather.

 Mary: Hi, John. 
           Isn't the day beautiful!             

 Mary: Yes, we are going on 
           an excursion.  

 Mary:I'll take an umbrella.                                   

 Mary: That's a good idea.

 John: What if  it rains?

John: Right, but it will be better if  you 
          listen to the weather        forecast 
          for the weekend.                  .
John: Hi, Mary. Yes, we are having 
          wonderful      sunny days. Do you have 
          any plans for the weekend?          



1) It is raining in Greece today.
______________________________________
2) It is snowing in Greece today.
______________________________________
3) The is sun shining in Mexico today.
______________________________________
4) It is windy in Spain today.
______________________________________
5) The sun is shining in Turkey today.
______________________________________
6) The sun is shining in Japan today.
 ______________________________________
7) It is snowing in Italy today.
______________________________________
8) It is sunny in Brazil today.
______________________________________

5. Write in the negative

6. Match with Georgian translation 

1. sunny a. wvimiani

2. cloudy b. nisliani

3. foggy c. mziani

4. windy d. Rrubliani

5. rainy e. qariani
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1. How does the Camel got his Hump

Tick or cross

1. The world is new.

2. There are three animals who work for the man.

3. The camel works more than the others.

4. The animals go to the camel to ask to work.

5. The camel joins the three at once.

6. The three animals ask the Djinn for help.

7. The Djinn makes a hump on the camel's back.

8. The camel is happy.

9. The camel joins the animals and behaves better.

2. Put the story in the right order

1. The animals go to the Djinn and ask for help.

2. The Djinn makes a hump.

3. The animals are angry.

4. The camel is impolite to Djinn.

5. The three animals start to work for a man.

6. The camel joins the three animals and starts working.

7. The camel refuse to work.

3. Write

What is the fable about?-----------------------------------------------

Describe the camel -----------------------------------------------------
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4. Match with the opposite

5. Answer the questions

Where do the camels usually live?

How many kinds of  camels are there? Can you name them?

How many humps each of  them have?

Is there water in the hump?

Is there fat in the hump?

How do camels help people?

Do they eat meat? What do they eat?

 How much water do they drink in 13 minutes?

new

answer

finish

hardworking

happy

calm

lazy

angry

upset

old

ask

 start
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1. Write out summer months

June

July

August

2. What do people do on the beach?

______________________________________________________

3. Answer the questions about your future plans in  summer

4. Write

What do you usually do in summer? 

80

How would you like to spend your summer?

Are you going to read books? What kind?

Are you going to visit some interesting places?

Are you going to do some sports?

Are you going to do some craft work?

Are you going to help your grandparents in the village?

What will you do in summer?

UNIT 22



1. Match the questions with the answers 

1. What day is it today?  

2. What’s your favourite day?
  

a. On Saturday I play

football and basketball.

 

3. When do you have English?  

b. Today is Tuesday.
 

4. When do you do sports?

c. I have English on Monday,

Wednesday and Friday.

d. My favourite day is Sunday.

3. Read the TV programme ( programa ) and write the time 

Sunday – TV programme 

5 o’clock – Cartoons 
6 o’clock – Music 
7 o’clock – Sports Programme 
8 o’clock – Computer Class 
9 o’clock – Animals 

1. What time is Music on TV? at ___________________ 

2. When is Sports Programme? at ___________________ 

3. What time is Computer Class? at ___________________ 

4. When are Cartoons on TV? at ___________________

Test 1-5

2. Complete the sentences

1. In the morning I

2. In the afternoon I

3. In the evening I

4

6

8
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4. Write about you

What is your name?

How old are you?

Where do you live?

What is your favourite subject?

5. Make the sentences interrogative?

1. Pinocchio is a puppet.

2. Pinocchio’s father’s name is Geppetto.

3. Pinocchio’s eyes are open.

4. Pinocchio’s nose is long.

 
 6. Odd one out 

1. rabbit foot bear  fox 

2. wolf monkey owl  tiger 

3. October Sunday September December 

4.   toes eyes  bananas

5. Tbilisi England London Washington D.C. 

ears

 
10

4

8

Total 40

“Pinocchio” is a fairy-tale.   Is “Pinocchio” a fairy-tale?

6. puppet               Pinocchio              Jeppetto Collodi
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Test 6-11

2. Make the sentences interrogative

The three rich men are travelling in the village.              .

The villagers are poor.

The rich men are unkind and mean.

In the wagon are a lot of farm tools.

3. Make the sentences negative

Frog is late.        Frog  is not (isn't) late

Toad is looking out.

They are sitting in front of the fire.

They are happy.

1. Match the activities 

1. eat dinner  a. park 

2. read the book b. supermarket 

3. see animals c. restaurant 

4. cross d. cinema 

5. listen to the birds e. library 

6. watch the film  f. zoo 

7. buy bread  g. school 7

8

8

8. study h. street
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My name is Tom. I love sports. My favourite sport is swimming and basketball. In summer I 
like to ride a horse with my brother Daniel.
 
Hi, I am Daniel. I like football, riding a horse and riding a bike very much. I don’t like playing

 I am Jane. I like painting, playing the piano and guitar. I don’t like football and swimming.  

likes doesn’t like

Jane

Daniel

Tom

 tennis.

4. Read the text and fill in the chart

5. Use present simple or present continuous

People always (decorate /are decorating) the Christmas tree.

Look here and smile. I ( take a picture /am taking  a picture).

See you on Monday. I (go /am going ) home now.

On my birthday I always (invite/am inviting) my friends.

6. Put the dialogue in order 

___ Hi Tom! 

___ Thank you. Merry Christmas to you too. 

___ Merry Christmas! 

___ Hello Bob! 

8

8

6

Total 45
84



Test 12-17
1. Match with the translation

Go along the beach

Walk north

Go through the cave

Turn right

Go straight

Keep walking 5
4. Read the text and fill in the chart 

George: In the morning I always have milk and sandwiches. 

Anna: I always have bread and butter with tea. 

Bob: I always ask mum to make pancakes. I love pancakes with jam. 

Tomas: I always have a hamburger with orange juice. 

name 
orange 

juice 
bread sandwich milk butter tea pancakes hamburger jam

Tomas 

Anna 

Bob 

George 

5. Read the text and fill in the chart 

Amanda is wearing a dress, a jacket and shoes. 

Billy is wearing shorts, a T

-

shirt, socks and  sneakers. -
shirt, socks and 

Luka is wearing a jumper, trousers, socks and shoes.

 

name dress  jacket  shorts  T-shirt  shoes  trousers  jumper  jeans  socks  sneakers boots

Luka 

Amanda 

Nino 

Billy 

Nino is wearing jeans, a T boots. 

9

15
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5. One and many - Find the right place 

  

_____________

 

 

a plate

twenty cups

many presents

a candle

twelve spoons

a birthday cake

_____________

_____________
  

_____________

 

 

_____________

_____________

There is There are

6. Match the definitions

rock, bat, treasure, pirate, map, note

1. A big stone

2. A short letter

3. a small animal like a mouse with  wings that flies around at night

4.a lot of gold, silver, and money

5. a person who attacks and robs ships at sea.

6. A plan of cities, villages, roads

   

6

6

4

45Total

6. Make the sentences interrogative -  use do or does

They go to the woods.            

Father cuts the tree.

He makes a fire in it.

He puts out the fire.
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Test 18-22

Why is the apple tree happy?

What season is it?  

Describe the weather.

What do the birds say?

What does the apple tree say to the dandelion?

What does the sun beam do?

Why does the apple tree blush?

3. Answer the questions
7

14

87



6. Write about today

What’s the date today?

What’s the day today?

What’s the weather like today?

What’s the temperature today?

7. Describe the camel ( 4 sentences)
4

8

45Total

2. Read the text and fill in the chart 

Anna: I like to wear jeans and a T-- shirt, but I don’t like shorts. 

George: I like to wear socks and sneakers, but I don’t like to wear shoes. 

Mary: I like to wear a dress and  shoes, but I don’t like to wear a hat. 

Bob: I like to wear trousers and a shirt, but I don’t like to wear a school uniform. 

I like
 

I don’t like 

   Anna

George

Mary

Bob 8

3. Put in the question words - Who, What, When, How, Why

______ is he?   He is 14.

______ is he wearing?                  Because he is sick.

______ old is he?               He is my friend.

______ is his birthday?     He is wearing jeans.

5_____is he sad? In May.

88
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Name days of 

the week

Name five

parts of

the body

Name five

buildings in

the city

Name five

pieces of

clothes

Spell 
your 
name 

A Dice Game

20-30
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